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And this is how I view the moon.
I have seen its fragile creases
and have looked into its very twilight
but now I view it always from a minute star,
a bright sphere with darkened craters
gray and peaceful at night
like a blossoming flower at midnight
a fading vision of white at dawn
I can feel the stars' surface under foot
the sight of a glistening god in my eyes
And I see a mountain, a tall mountain
rugged as brick and sharpened by knives
glowing in its radiance
a glow that shines above me
and beyond the shimmering ball
and the night seems gentle and quiet
I walk along the star with light feet
and suddenly a spark of brightness
a spark quick yet lingering
and heavy with images of fire
of heaven
comes out of my shimmering sphere
the first existence of the moon engraved in my smile
That I cannot forget
It was mysterious
and cunning
like magic
like a delicate kiss of dawn's new breath
-Terri Locke
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